The possibility to suppress the nonperturbative effects choosing the hadron very high multiplicity final state is discussed. The theoretical uncertainties and the experimental observable consequence of this choice are discussed.
1.
The topic of present paper is to make clear a reason why investigation of the Very High Multiplicity (VHM) events may be important. We are imply here the question: may the VHM region give the unattainable by other ways important information? Discussion of this question is seems crucial since the VHM cross sections are extremely small (for instance, we valid that at LHC energy in the VHM domain the topology cross section σ n << 10 −7 σ tot , see Fig.1 ) and the organization of corresponding experiment presents definite problem.
From authors point of view it is important look into the question: why the mean multiplicity in the hadron processes is so small (∼ ln 2 (s/m 2 π ) in comparison with its threshold value (n max = √ s/m π )?
A B C Figure 1 : Multiplicity distribution. Points are E735 (Tevatron) data. C is the VHM region; P (n) = σ n /σ tot We get into the habit of the multiperipheral kinematics dominance in the range A, see Fig.1 . The mean transfers momentum of produced particles in this dominant process is small and the longitudinal momentum should be high.
We assume that the particles momenta are smaller then the hadron mass m π in the range B and, for this reason, the dynamics did not play any role in it. (The statistical analogy of such state is "the non-interacting gas approximation".) For this reason, we will assume that n << n max .
So, we would interested in the range C, where the "trivial" multiperipheral picture do not applicable, but the dynamics is still important. Strictly speaking, this region C may be empty and, having in mind the level of present hadron theory, the experiments in the multiplicity domain C will be extremely important for this reason. Present paper is based on the described in [1] idea that the multiple production process in definite sense reminds the ordinary process of cooling of the hot tea in a cold room environment. Then the very hot tea cup cooling in the very cold room is the analogy of VHM process. Intuitively we know that in this case the cooling process should proceed "quickly", i.e. any opposite to cooling process fluctuations, or restrictions, must be suppressed, see below. The idea that the hadron multiple production process may be comprised by a various mechanisms was considered in the paper [2] In the QCD parton terms the "fastness" of process means that the decay of parton must prevail over the process of its dissipation from the interaction zone. This is possible if the partons virtuality |q| is high enough since the parton life time is ∼ 1/|q|. In result, the VHM process should be hard and, therefore, the preventing production (confinement) forces must be negligible. 2 shows the phase space domain occupied by VHM process. It is remarkable that the VHM domain is both the "low-x" and the "low-p ⊥ " one. Therefore, in spite of the fact that the VHM process is hard, at all evidence, one can not use the Leading Logarithm Approximation (LLA) ideology to describe it [1] . It should be underlined that, following to LLA ideology, exist only two domains, Regge and DIS on Fig.2 , where the cross sections may be sufficiently large and LLA is applicable.
In addition, "low-x" means that the produced particle in VHM kinematics must have the low energy. For this reason the hadrons are produced mainly in result of "gluing" of created in the hard process coloured constituents and, therefore, the (soft) process of coloured pairs production from vacuum is negligible in the VHM domain. Last one singles out VHM processes from other hard processes (i.e., from hadron production in the e + e − -annihilation process, or processes of the Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)). So, the VHM dynamics in this sense should be pure from non-perturbative background. This is the forth important property of the VHM processes.
Sec.2 contains arguments in favor of above conclusions, the main properties of VHM dynamics are discussed in Sec.3 and the concluding remarks are given in Sec.4.
2.
The dominance of "Regge" domain on Fig.2 means "softness" of hadron dynamics.
This conclusion is based on experimental observation: the diffraction radii of hadron elastic scattering increase with energy and the mean transverse momentum of secondary particles, being the energy and multiplicity independent, is a restricted quantity. Such "multiperipheral" kinematics is described, actually postulating, by the Regge model with the soft Pomeron ansatz [3] .
The "microscopical" point of view assumes that the soft process can be approximately described by the very spatial class of ("ladder") Feynman diagrams of pQCD. This is so called "BFKL Pomeron" solution [4] . It based on the LLA ideology and to have a right to use pQCD, one should assume that the process described by "BFKL Pomeron" is sufficiently hard 3 . Both models is based on the condition that the dynamics is restricted in such a way that the mean transverse momentum of produced hadrons is small. In the soft Pomeron case this constrains are the "hidden conservation laws" which are the consequence of underlying non-Abelian gauge symmetry. In the BFKL Pomeron case the role of constrain play the LLA ideology.
It is important that the constrains restrict the production dynamics and, for this reason, the produced states can not cover a whole phase space with the same density, see Fig.2 . So, the constrains must be suppressed to have the VHM final state. Remembering that the constrains are consequence of the long-range connections among interacting degrees of freedom, the VHM process, without doubt, should be hard.
Discussed scenario would realized if (i) the hard processes becomes in the VHM region and if (ii) the hard process gives the "fast" production.
The formal prove contains following steps [1, 5] . So, it can be shown that if the final-state interaction are excluded then the sof t processes may provide only following asymptotics:
This means that the "soft" topological cross section σ s n should fall dawn faster then any power of exp{−n}. The reason is just softness of the process. On other hand, the hard process gives following asymptotic estimation:
Therefore, one always may find such energy √ s and multiplicity n that
This proves proves the condition (i).
The qualitative argument in favor of (ii) follows from the Ehrenfest-Kac model [6] of the irreversibility phenomenon 4 . It shows that if initial state is far from final one then the system goes to equilibrium as fast is possible 5 . The result of computer modeling confirms is proposition. Indeed, as is seen from Fig.3 , there is not fluctuations on the early stage of process: number of "produced particles" is ∼ t, up to t ≃ 1000.
The formal prove of supposition (ii) uses the KNO-scaling form of the multiplicity distribution in the pQCD jet [1] . So, one may introduce
3 The point is that this Regge-like theory depends on the phenomenological energy scale parameter s 0 and, therefore, its range of application may be chosen arbitrary. 4 The Ehrenfest-Kac model considers two box A and B and 2N numbered balls. One may assume that the "far from the equilibrium" initial state presents situation when all 2N balls are, say, in the box A and in the equilibrium each box contains N ball. Then, choosing randomly the number of ball, one should take corresponding ball from the box and put it into the other one. On the following step the number of a ball will be chosen again randomly and the corresponding ball should be taken into other box, and so on. One may measure the time t in the units of the balls transfer time. Then, the number of "produced particles" in the box B measures tendency to equilibrium. In this equilibrium state N A = N B .
5 This phenomenon was not mentioned in the known publications concerning the Ehrenfest-Kac model. 
where a > 0 andn j (M 2 ) mean multiplicity in the QCD jet, lnn
. Two-jet contribution at the same energy M looks as follows:
where the energy conservation low was taken into account. Therefore, the asymptotics over n is defined by the events with lowest number of the QCD jets. This confirms (ii) since just the jet mechanism of particle production is fastest. Moreover, we conclude that the number of jets should decrease with rising total multiplicity n and, therefore, more heavy jets should be produced in the VHM region. But it should be underlined here that this conclusion is based on LLA and, therefore, it can be taken into consideration only as the qualitative prediction.
3. Therefore, it was shown that the VHM process should be hard. One can say that in this case the process of incident energy dissipation is evolves f reely, i.e. evolves without influence of the hidden constrains. It is the important observation since allows to assume that in this condition the distributions of final state can the tendency to the "equilibrium".
We would like to remind in this connection the statistical property of maximally constrain systems, known as the "exactly integrable systems". So, it is known that if the system has 2N degrees of freedom and holds N constrains (first integrals in involution) then no thermalization occur in such systems. First observation of this phenomenon belongs to Fermi, Pasta and Ulam [1, 8] . On other hand, it is evident that the system without any constrains should freely evolve to the equilibrium.
For all evidence, the hadron dynamics hides definite number of constrains, but not enough to suppress the particle production, i.e. thermalization, completely. This conclusion follows from existence of large multiplicity fluctuations, see Fig.1 . Nevertheless, the constrains occur and the mean multiplicity is comparably smalln(s) << n max .
The "equilibrium" means for us absence of macroscopic correlations among extensive parameters of the system. For instance, absence of energy correlations mean the thermal equilibrium. It is not hard to find then the experimentally measurable condition, which measures the "equilibrium phenomena" [1, 9] . It was shown that
is the necessary and sufficient for thermalization. Here K l (n, s) is the ordinary energy correlator in the n particle system. Notice that (2) reminds the correlations relaxation condition of Bogolyubov. Therefore, the tendency to equilibrium is considered as the dynamical effect, when the (symmetry) constrains are switched out and for this reason the system may freely evolve to the equilibrium state. Fig.4 shows the result of Monte Carlo simulation of the ration R(n, s) for domain A using PYTHIA generator of events. Absence of thermalization in the domain A becomes natural looking on the Fig.1 and noting that PYTHIA resembles the Regge model. At the same time, it is extremely simple to show that in the region B the system without fail should reach the thermal equilibrium, R ∼ 1/n in this domain. 4. We can conclude that the VHM processes (i) allows to investigate the hadron dynamics beyond standard multiperipheral kinematics,
(ii) are hard in those sense that the influence of the hidden constrains, connected with high symmetries and nontrivial vacuum of the Yang-Mills theory, do not play important role in the particle production dynamics, (iii) allows to reach the thermal equilibrium, where the ordinary thermodynamical methods may be used. (Last one is extremely important since extend the experimental possibilities. For instance, µ introduced in (1), measured in units of mean energy of produced particles, is the "chemical potential" [1] ), (iv) the VHM domain is mostly interesting for investigation of the collective phenomena, i.e. of the phase transitions. (Notice here that the VHM final state is "cold"). Counted above properties of VHM state are the answer on primordial question of present paper.
The production dynamics of VHM state must be well described by pQCD, but the logarithm accuracy is not enough for that. This was a main theoretical problem and for this reason a more accurate perturbation theory, described in [10] , was built.
We would like to add at the very end that, as follows from above conclusion, the VHM processes are the source of dense, cold and equilibrium locally coloured state (plasma) 6 .
